Menominee Language: Class 4

TPR (Total Physical Response voc.)

Review:
Nēpowenon- stand up
Apeēnon- Sit down
Pemōhnenon- walk
Nakaqtaw- stop
Kēwaehtaw- turn
Kuahnenon- jump

New commands:
Pemōhnenon enes waqsaēcekan- walk to the window.
Pāēsenah eneh waqsaēcekan- touch the window.
Pemōhnenon enes atuahpwan- walk to the table.
Pāēsenah eneh atuahpwan- touch the table.
Pemōhnenon enes eskuahtem- walk to the door.
Pāēsenah eneh eskuahtem- touch the door.
Pemōhnenon enes atuatepikan- walk to the chair.
Pāēsenah eneh atuatepikan- touch the chair

Nouns:
Asaqcēkanāhtek- pencil
Masēnahekan- paper
Kuapenakaehsaeh- cup

Commands:
Otāpenah- pick it up!
Aqtaw- put down!

Commands:
Pakenah- open
Kepakuahah- close